
NO MORE EGUNJE… A BETTER NIGERIA. 

“Police take fifty naira!” was one of my most famous statements as a young child. You might be 

wondering the significance of this statement.  The truth is that as I journeyed through the streets of this 

nation with my family, once we got to the checkpoints, I noticed that an adult in the car would give the 

police officer a sum of money which was asked for by the officer. So as I grew up, I got used to this scene 

from which I picked up the phrase. 

This little scene portrays a police man collecting asking for bribe. Bribe is in different forms, when it is 

offered to get away from trouble and when it is demanded for when the person in charge want to 

threaten you. Bribe is money or present given to someone so that they will help you by doing something 

illegal or dishonest. This is actually the beginning of corruption in Nigeria. This issue actually happens in 

a chain: it starts with bribe which leads to corrupt deeds which leads to suffering of the citizens and 

underdevelopment of the country. 

A good example of this is when a customs officer discovers smuggled drugs at the border. When the 

smuggler comes to clear the goods, knowing the drugs are contraband he gives the customs officer an 

amount of money so he will be allowed to bring in the drugs. Also in some cases some policemen would 

not answer your case if you do not give them a certain amount of money; at times they free the guilty 

person from arrest once they are offered a large sum of money. This similar act occurs in law firms. 

Whereas a guilty person goes to the judge behind doors to give him a large sum of money in order for 

him to win the case. Hence there will be more criminals released into the community and this leads to a 

corrupt nation. 

Bribery does not only create a corrupt nation, it also creates an unsafe nation. This is because alcohol 

and driver licenses are also being released to under aged citizens due to bribery. All these listed above 

affect the countries development, whereas citizens begin to suffer and the country starts diminishing. 

This could be stopped by the leaders of tomorrow, the children of the nation. 
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